
Design Highlights

The Double Arm bracket is a bespoke, made to order manual TV articulating bracket that allows a 
screen to be pulled forward and rotated over 90 degrees in either direction (screen width dependant). 
Made in custom lengths up to 1 meter (39”), the Double Arm TV Bracket is the ideal problem solver 
for when one of our standard sized brackets does not suit. Our design team will customise the 
length of each arm to ensure the solution offered exactly matches the criteria of the installation.

Wide Range of Mounting Options

Bi-directional swivel up to over 90 degrees

Brushed Aluminium caps for superb finish

Solid steel construction holds display securely

DA Double Arm  - Product Overview
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Handbuilt in the UKSolid Steel Construction

Screen Sizes 32” - 65”

Max. Screen Weight 30kg

Depth From Wall 105mm (3.54”) - 125mm (4.92”)

Max. Rotation Over 90° (Screen Size/Wall Setup Dependant) 

Standard Finish Satin Black Paint (RAL 9005)

Movement Type Manual
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The Premier Manufacturer of  DIN RAIL Enclosures, TV Mounts & Airflow Control 
Products

Future Automation has manufactured exceptional TV Mounts and Low Voltage enclosures for the Residential, 
Marine, Commercial, Hospitality and Outdoor applications since 1998, a customer first business that prides itself 
on its creativity, passion and excellence. Future Automation are a design led mechanical engineering company that 
is known for providing the highest quality products across a wide range of applications and industries, our primary 
focus is supplying technology integrators and electrical contractors with solutions to mount both AV equipment as 

well as lighting and control modules within enclosures.

Future Automation offers a comprehensive range of low-voltage enclosures for Din Rail mountable lighting and 
control systems. Our Low-voltage enclosures are available in various sizes, each of which may be either surface-
mounted or flush-mounted in an electrical closet or equipment room. Both the number of enclosures and the 
types of components within them are customized to fit the size, lighting plan, and design of a home. Low-voltage 
enclosures can be distributed throughout the home near the rooms they are controlling, to provide maximum 

flexibility during installation of the low-voltage wiring. 

Our TV Mount and Lift range is comprehensive and offers clients both motorised and manual articulating options to 
move and conceal televisions and projectors. A custom fabrication service is available for individual requirements 

should this be needed. 

We compliment these services with our Smart Airflow product range to regulate airflow around equipment in 
AV racks and confined spaces. We offer both rack mountable items and units to attach to the external section of 
cabinets to aid in the natural convection inside the space. Units can be combined to create an input and output to 

further increase airflow. These are vital tools in prolonging the lifespan and performance of AV equipment. 

Our products are designed and engineered in the UK to maximize system reliability and to meet the needs of 
installers. We design and build products that combine functionality with quality engineering and aesthetic appeal.

Specialised in Developing Solutions that 
Combine Functionality with Quality Engineering & 

Aesthetic Appeal
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